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Very smooth classical, jazz and soft rock mix of New Age instrumental piano and keyboard music (with

some guitar  drums thrown in here and there, too). 12 MP3 Songs CLASSICAL: New Age, EASY

LISTENING: Mood Music Details: DKM is a former "Malibu" band member, an alternative rock group from

the 80's. He also played the keys in a classic rock group called "Illegal Tender". Born and raised in the St.

Louis, Missouri area, he is no stranger to toasted ravioli, and in case you are interested (as all St.

Louisians seem to be), he went to Pattonville High school once upon a time. Learning piano from his

father, Kenneth McComber, he never really had any formal training - just liked to make up melodies. Of

course you could say his formal training was learning to play Scott Joplin ragtime, Beethoven, Bach and

Mozart on his own (because he loved the music so much). These influences come out in his music with

melodies such as "Theme In F Minor" (clearly showing signs of Bach/Beethoven influence). Jazz

influences can be heard in the dreamy themes of "Moody Blue", quite possibly destined to be a classic!

Other colorful jazz riffs can be found in the playful "Mind Of Brick" (where does he get these names?) and

more instruments appear in "Lost Emotion" with its flowing array of strings, bells and bass. He got

together with two former band members back in the summer of '85 to record "Desert Mirage". While all

other music for "DKM Live!" was recorded recently (digitally in 2003), "Desert Mirage" was digitally

re-mastered from the original 1985 tape (tried to get all those clicks and pops out!). We thank Mike

McGuire for the guitar work and Mark Steitz for the drums on "Desert Mirage" (I can almost hear the

camels moving across the desert - wait! - It's just a mirage!). Need some good background music for your

wedding? Please read the author's note below... Personal NOTE: The piano selections on this CD were

originally recorded as background music for my daughter's wedding. I was asked repeatedly after the
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wedding if my music was available on a CD. There was such an overwhelming response, I added a

couple more tracks and produced this CD! So here it is, from my living room to yours - enjoy! Also: Please

help find a cure for diabetes! For every one of my CDs ordered, I will personally donate one dollar to the

Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation (jdrf.org)! Buy a CD now and help in the search for a cure to this

disabling disease - support the fight against diabetes!
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